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Abstract

Objective: To quantify regional three-dimensional (3D) motion and myocardial strain using magnetic resonance (MR) tissue tagging in patients with non-ischemic dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). Methods: MR grid tagged images were obtained in multiple short- and long-axis planes in thirteen DCM patients. Regional 3D displacements and strains were calculated with the aid of a finite element model. Five of the patients were also imaged after LV volume reduction by partial left ventriculectomy (PLV), combined with mitral and tricuspid valve repair. Results: DCM patients showed consistent, marked regional heterogeneity. Systolic lengthening occurred in the septum in both circumferential (\(\%S_c - 5\pm7\%\)) and longitudinal (\(\%S_L - 2\pm5\%\)) shortening components (negative values indicating lengthening). In contrast, the lateral wall showed relatively normal systolic shortening (\(\%S_c 12\pm6\%\) and \(\%S_L 6\pm5\%, P<0.001\) lateral vs. septal walls). A geometric estimate of regional stress was correlated with shortening on a regional basis, but could not account for the differences in shortening between regions. In the five patients imaged post-PLV, septal function recovered (\(\%S_c 9\pm5\%,\%S_L 6\pm5\%, P<0.02\) pre vs. post) with normalization of wall stress, whereas lateral wall shortening was reduced (\(\%S_c 7\pm6\%,\%S_L 3\pm3\%, P<0.02\) pre vs. post) around the site of surgical resection. Conclusions: A consistent pattern of regional heterogeneity of myocardial strain was seen in all patients. Reduced function may be related to increased wall stress, since recovery of septal function is possible after PLV. However, simple geometric stress determinants are not sufficient to explain the functional heterogeneity observed. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) of non-ischemic etiology is typically associated with global eccentric left ventricular (LV) hypertrophy, increased LV volume and reduced ejection fraction. Regional heterogeneity of LV function in non-ischemic DCM has been reported using echocardiography [1], tissue Doppler ultrasound [2], left ventriculography [3], cine MRI [4] and radionuclide studies [5]. However, none of these methods allow quantitative measurements of material contraction and deformation. The reported pattern of heterogeneity varies widely between patients, with reduced function noted in inferior, septal and anterior walls and segments of preserved function typically located in the lateral wall [1–5]. The purpose of this study was to quantify the regional variation of three-dimensional (3D) myocardial function in a series of patients with non-ischemic DCM. We hypothesized that there exists a consistent pattern of regional heterogeneity and that this pattern can be characterized using MR tissue tagging.

In order to quantify regional myocardial shortening and deformation (strain), the 3D motions undergone at specific material points must be reconstructed throughout the LV.
Myocardial tissue tagging with magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is a non-invasive method in which large numbers of material points can be tagged and tracked within the myocardium throughout systole [6,7]. One- and two-dimensional analyses of myocardial function in the image plane have produced useful measurements of regional displacement, torsion and shortening in normal and disease states [8,9]. However, these are dependent on orientation and placement of the tag stripes and image planes, which are typically not in the directions of maximal shortening or lengthening [10,11]. A complete strain analysis requires the estimation of all components of the 3D strain tensor, as well as the associated displacements and rotations. In this investigation we used a finite element model of the LV to reconstruct the 3D displacements of all the tags in all images simultaneously [10]. This method has previously been validated using MR phantoms under well-described deformations [10] and has been applied in vivo to both normal volunteers and patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy [11].

2. Methods

All studies were approved by institutional review and ethics committees and all subjects gave informed consent. The investigation conforms with the principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.1. Patient group

Fifteen patients with DCM of non-ischemic origin (confirmed by coronary angiography) were selected for MR imaging from a larger cohort enrolled in a study investigating the role of partial left ventriculectomy (PLV) in end-stage DCM [12]. Patients (Table 1) were selected consecutively on the basis of suitability for MRI (contra-indications primarily involved severe shortness of breath, also some patients had implanted pacemakers or defibrillators, or had claustrophobia). All patients were candidates for heart transplant, with NYHA class III (47%) or IV (53%) heart failure and LV end-diastolic diameter = 7 cm by echocardiography [12]. Two patients had inotropic support (Nos. 5 and 9 in Table 1). Five of the patients were also imaged after PLV, in which LV volume was reduced by resection of a portion of the LV free-wall between, and sometimes including, the LV papillary muscles. This procedure also included mitral valve repair involving an annuloplasty ring and an Alfieri repair [12]. Four of the five post-PLV patients also had a tricuspid valve repair, and in one case the papillary muscles were resected and reattached during PLV. In the other ten cases, MR imaging was not possible after PLV due to implanted cardiac defibrillators (ICD), or occasionally a ventricular assist device.

2.2. Image acquisition

All imaging was performed using a 1.5 T Siemens Vision magnet (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) with a body phase array coil. A segmented 2D Flash sequence was used to acquire breath-hold short-axis and long-axis untagged cine images at end-expiration (end-tidal volume). Nine phase-encoding lines were acquired during each cardiac cycle for each cardiac phase. Echo-sharing techniques were used to double the number of cardiac phase images, giving a temporal resolution of 50 ms. The matrix size of the acquisition was typically 128×256 over a FOV of 225–400 mm, resulting in acquisition duration of approximately 14 cardiac cycles. The remaining acquisition parameters were as follows: TR/TE = 100/ 4.8 ms, flip angle = 20°, slice thickness = 8–10 mm. Velocity compensation was applied in the frequency-encoding direction. End-diastolic volume (EDV), end-systolic volume (ESV), ejection fraction (EF), stroke volume (SV), and myocardial wall mass were calculated from the cine images using commercially available software (Argus, Siemens Medical System, Iselin, NJ, USA) and are shown in Table 1.

A contiguous set of short-axis tagged images of the heart, at levels corresponding to the cine images, was acquired with an echo-shared, segmented k-space version of the Spannm imaging sequence [6]. The tag spacing in the orthogonal grid pattern was 8 mm and the tag lines were oriented at 45° relative to the imaging axes. The imaging parameters were the same as those used for the breath-hold cine MRI acquisition described above, except for TR/TE = 90/4 ms, flip angle = 15°, and lack of velocity compensation in the frequency-encoding direction. A set of four long-axis tagged image slices (temporal resolution 45 ms) were also acquired at equal 45° increments around the LV central axis, starting at the plane passing simultaneously through the mid-septum, center of the LV cavity and LV free-wall. Fig. 1 shows typical short- and long-axis tagged images. Two of the fifteen patients had insufficient long-axis images to perform a 3D analysis, leaving a total of eighteen studies for 3D strain analysis (thirteen baseline and five follow-up studies post-PLV). In four patients the follow-up study was performed 3 months after PLV; the other follow-up study was performed 9 months post-PLV.

2.3. Image processing

The inner and outer boundaries of the LV were manually drawn on all slices at end-diastole (ED) and end-systole (ES) so as to enclose the LV free wall and septum (Fig. 2). Tag stripes were semiautomatically tracked from ED to ES using a previously described and validated technique [10,11]. This resulted in a grid of tracked stripe points with a spacing of approximately 2 mm between points (Fig. 2). The tracked tag points were manually corrected or deleted in cases where the stripe tracking procedure failed due to
insufficient image information. The 3D locations of the final stripe points were calculated from the placement of the image slice in space, which was encoded in the image header.

2.4. Reconstruction of 3D deformation

The geometry and deformation of the LV was reconstructed with the aid of a finite element model, as described previously [10,11]. The model consisted of 16 elements, each with cubic interpolation in the circumferential (C) and longitudinal (L) directions and linear transmural (R) interpolation. Nodal values were shared between neighboring elements to give continuity in both position and slope. The model interpolated the tag displacement constraints between tag and image planes, resulting in a consistent 3D displacement field.

Displacement and strain measures at any point in the model could be calculated using standard methods of continuum mechanics [13,14]. Displacements were separated into three components: longitudinal motion (in the direction of the LV central axis), radial motion (towards or away from the LV central axis) and rotation (about the LV central axis). For these measurements, the LV central axis was defined as the line joining the centroids of the most basal and most apical endocardial short axis contours at each time (ED and ES). The percentage length changes (i.e. the percentage shortening or lengthening of myocardium) was defined in each of the C, L and R directions as

\[ \%S_A = \frac{d_{\text{ES}} - d_{\text{ED}}}{d_{\text{ED}}} \times 100\% \] (1)

where A is one of the C, L or R directions, \( \%S_A \) is the percentage shortening or lengthening in this direction, \( d_{\text{ES}} \) and \( d_{\text{ED}} \) are the lengths of an infinitesimal material line segment (oriented in this direction at ED) at ED and ES, respectively. Note that lengthening is negative and shortening positive in this description. Shear angles (\( \alpha_{\text{AB}} \)) were calculated as the change in angle between infinitesimal line segments initially oriented at right angles in the A and B directions, where A and B are any of the C, L or R directions (not both the same). See Appendix for details.

Regional heterogeneity was quantified by calculating the standard deviation of shortening over circumferential or longitudinal regions for each subject (‘regional dispersion’). Regional dispersion was also calculated in 12
normal volunteers from regional data acquired in a previous study using similar methods [11].

2.5. Geometric stress estimate

A geometrically-based estimate of regional stress (GS) was calculated from the model geometry and cuff blood pressure measurements using Mirsky’s thick-walled ellipsoid formula [15]

\[ GS = \frac{P_{ES}}{t_{ES}} \left(1 - \frac{r_{ES}^2}{2a^2} + \frac{t_{ES}}{8a^2}\right) \] (2)

where \( P = (SBP - DSP)/3 + DBP \) is an estimate of mean arterial pressure taken from the systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DSP) cuff pressures, \( r_{ES} \) is the regional radius of circumferential curvature at ES, \( t_{ES} \) is the regional wall thickness at ES and \( a \) is the distance from the origin to the apex (also at ES). Regional circumferential radius of curvature was substituted for the minor semi-axis distance in Eq. (2) in order to provide a regional stress estimate. Curvature was calculated at the model midwall surface using standard formulae of differential geometry, as described previously [16] (a large number of evenly distributed samples were averaged for each region). Longitudinal curvature was not substituted for major semi-axis (\( a \) in Eq. (2)), since relatively few long axis slices were available and estimates of longitudinal curvature were found to be variable (longitudinal radii of curvature were often very large and sometimes changed sign around the ventricle). If the term in brackets is ignored, Eq. (2) becomes a simple Laplacian estimate of stress based on a thin-walled cylinder.

2.6. Statistical analysis

Displacement and strain data were averaged into 16 regions in accordance with the recommendations of the American Society of Echocardiography Committee on Standards [20]. The LV was divided into three longitudinal portions (apex, mid and base) which in turn were divided into four (for the apex) or six (for midventricle and base) regions. Repeated measures ANOVA was used to test for regional differences in displacement and strain as well as changes post-PLV. Global volume and haemodynamic data were compared pre- and post-PLV with a paired \( t \)-test. A \( P \)
value of less than 0.05 was required to reject the null hypothesis that there were no regional differences, or no difference pre- and post-PLV. The patient results were also compared with published data from a set of twelve normal volunteers who were studied previously using a similar 3D tagging analysis [11].

3. Results

Global functional parameters measured from the cine (untagged) MR images are shown in Table 1. The average root mean square error between the tracked stripe points and the reconstructed model points was 1.1 mm (range 0.5–1.8 mm) over the thirteen patients, with an average of 5339 stripe points fitted per study. These errors were comparable to the average image pixel size of 1.3 mm. Displacement and strain results are presented in Tables 2 and 3, respectively, in which average values and standard deviations are given for each region.

3.1. Displacement

Rotation about the central axis was small and negative (i.e. clockwise as viewed from the apex) in most regions. There was significant regional variation (ANOVA $P<0.001$) with greater rotation in the anterior wall than septal vs. lateral), with many patients showing rotation is very different from the normal anticlockwise apex relative to the base) was also small. This pattern of axis, positive towards the apex) were also smaller than consistent with shortening of the circumferential muscle

Table 1
Patient data and global function derived from untagged MR images*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient no.</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Wt, (kg)</th>
<th>Ht, (cm)</th>
<th>EDV (ml)</th>
<th>ESV (ml)</th>
<th>SV (ml)</th>
<th>EF (%)</th>
<th>Mass (g)</th>
<th>SBP (mmHg)</th>
<th>DBP (mmHg)</th>
<th>HR (bpm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mean±S.D., $n=13$.

Mean 56 81 174 434 372 62 16 406 106 72 98

### Table 2
Regional 3D displacement between ED and ES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Rotation* (°)</th>
<th>Longitudinal* (mm)</th>
<th>Radial* (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apex</td>
<td>S $-2\pm1$</td>
<td>$2.9\pm1.6$</td>
<td>$1.0\pm1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P $1\pm2$</td>
<td>$-0.2\pm1.4$</td>
<td>$1.3\pm0.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L $-1\pm6$</td>
<td>$-1.2\pm3.2$</td>
<td>$2.0\pm1.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A $-4\pm6$</td>
<td>$0.2\pm2.7$</td>
<td>$1.6\pm1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>AS $-3\pm3$</td>
<td>$5.0\pm3.0$</td>
<td>$-0.5\pm2.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS $-2\pm4$</td>
<td>$4.9\pm3.6$</td>
<td>$0.0\pm1.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P $0\pm4$</td>
<td>$1.5\pm1.7$</td>
<td>$1.9\pm1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PL $1\pm6$</td>
<td>$0.1\pm2.6$</td>
<td>$2.6\pm1.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AL $-4\pm4$</td>
<td>$0.7\pm3.1$</td>
<td>$3.2\pm1.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A $-5\pm3$</td>
<td>$2.5\pm1.8$</td>
<td>$1.4\pm1.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>AS $-4\pm3$</td>
<td>$3.6\pm2.1$</td>
<td>$-0.2\pm1.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS $-3\pm3$</td>
<td>$4.2\pm2.6$</td>
<td>$0.2\pm1.7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P $0\pm2$</td>
<td>$2.6\pm2.4$</td>
<td>$2.7\pm1.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PL $0\pm2$</td>
<td>$2.5\pm2.7$</td>
<td>$2.9\pm1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AL $-6\pm3$</td>
<td>$3.3\pm2.8$</td>
<td>$2.9\pm1.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A $-7\pm4$</td>
<td>$3.5\pm2.8$</td>
<td>$2.4\pm1.2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mean±S.D., $n=13$.
the DCM group (ANOVA $P<0.001$), with circumferential lengthening in the septum in ten patients and minimal $\%S_c$ in the other three. Averaged over midventricle and base regions, septal $\%S_c$ was significantly reduced compared to the lateral wall ($-5 \pm 7$ vs. $12 \pm 6\%$, $P<0.001$).

Longitudinal shortening ($\%S_L$ in Table 3) also showed significant regional heterogeneity (ANOVA $P<0.001$) with a similar pattern to $\%S_c$, i.e. lengthening in the septum and shortening in the lateral wall ($-2 \pm 5$ vs. $6 \pm 5\%$, $P<0.001$). In contrast, typical normal values for $\%S_L$ are relatively homogeneous (ranging from 13 to 18\%) [11]. Regional differences in $\%S_c$ and $\%S_L$ between septal and lateral walls are summarized in Fig. 3.

Radial strains ($\%S_R$) were positive in the septal and posterior walls (indicating radial thinning) with wall thickening (reduced in magnitude from normal) in the lateral and anterior walls (ANOVA $P<0.001$). Transverse shears also showed considerable regional heterogeneity (ANOVA $P<0.001$). These were similar in magnitude to normal volunteers; however, $\alpha_{CL}$ is normally positive at the apex [11].

The principal strains (see Appendix) in each region were also calculated but the directions of maximum shortening and lengthening changed markedly from region to region. For example, the maximum shortening in the septum acted in the radial direction but was circumferentially oriented in the lateral wall.

### 3.3. Geometric stress estimate

Although there was significant regional variation in GS (ANOVA $P<0.001$), this was largely due to the difference in radius of curvature between apex, mid and base levels. The septal wall tended to have greater GS than the lateral wall but the size of this effect was small and reached significance only at the basal level ($P=0.035$). Fig. 4 shows circumferential shortening plotted against circumferential GS at ES for the septal, posterior, lateral and anterior regions averaged at mid and base levels. Separate regressions in each region resulted in a significant correlation between shortening and GS in the lateral ($P<0.003$) and anterior ($P<0.03$) walls. It can be seen that, although there is a relationship between GS and $\%S_c$ in some regions, GS does not explain the regional differences in shortening. A multiple linear regression model (shortening = constant + subject + region + GS + region·GS) was tested with region as a categorical variable and GS as a continuous variable. This resulted in significant effects due to region ($P<0.001$), GS ($P<0.01$) and the interaction between region and GS ($P<0.02$). Similar results were also obtained using a simple Laplacian stress estimate.
based on a thin walled cylinder (i.e. ignoring the term in brackets in eqn 2). Thus, the effect due to region on $\%S_C$ is still present after correction for GS, with the relationship between GS and $\%S_C$ also affected by region.

### 3.4. Post-PLV studies

Table 4 shows a summary of hemodynamic data for the five patients studied after PLV. Average root mean squared error for the finite element model fits was 0.8 mm in the 5 post-PLV studies (range 0.7–1.1 mm) with an average of 4305 points fitted per study. Rotation was reduced in magnitude post-PLV ($-5\pm5^o$ pre vs. $-2\pm3^o$ post, $P<0.001$) and the radial displacement of the septum changed from towards the RV ($-1.4\pm0.9$ mm pre) to towards the LV ($3.3\pm0.7$ mm post, $P<0.01$ pre vs. post).

Circumferential strain in the septum after PLV had recovered to more normal shortening values ($9\pm5\%$ on average, $P<0.02$ pre vs. post). Circumferential shortening was also increased in the anterior wall at all levels ($11\pm3\%$ on average, $P<0.01$ pre vs. post). In contrast, function in the lateral portion of the LV free-wall was reduced ($7\pm6$, $P<0.02$ pre vs. post). This was due to the formation of scar tissue at the site of the surgical resection.

$\%S_L$ also showed a recovery in septal shortening post ($6\pm5\%, P<0.02$) and a reduction in lateral wall shortening at all levels ($3\pm3\%, P<0.01$).

Fig. 5 shows a plot of regional circumferential shortening in the 5 patients studied pre- and post-PLV, together with regional GS. GS was reduced in all regions (pre vs. post) due to the reduction in midwall radius of curvature. Typical normal values of mean blood pressure (80 mmHg), ES midwall circumferential radius of curvature (24 mm), ES wall thickness (13 mm) and semi-major axis (55 mm) result in a GS of 12.4 kPa. Since normal circumferential shortening is typically 19% [11], this gives a point marked * in Fig. 5. Shortening in the septal, anterior and posterior wall thus moved toward more normal values with GS normalization; however, lateral walls moved toward lower shortening values, consistent with loss of contractility at the site of surgical resection.

### 3.5. Regional dispersion

The dispersion of regional circumferential and longitudinal shortening is compared between DCM patients, historical normal volunteers and post-PLV studies in Table 5. Circumferential dispersion was defined as the standard

### Table 4

Patient global function for post-PLV studies derived from untagged MR images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>EDV (ml)</th>
<th>ESV (ml)</th>
<th>SV (ml)</th>
<th>EF (%)</th>
<th>Mass (g)</th>
<th>HR (bpm)</th>
<th>SPB (mmHg)</th>
<th>DBP (mmHg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>274.6*</td>
<td>196.8*</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>29.4*</td>
<td>288.8*</td>
<td>78.0*</td>
<td>108.8</td>
<td>64.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Headings as for Table 2. *, $P<0.05$ pre vs. post. Patient numbers 1–5 correspond to Table 1.
deviation of regional shortening between circumferential regions at each of the apex, midventricle and base levels, whereas longitudinal dispersion was defined as the standard deviation of shortening between longitudinal regions at each of the septal, posterior, lateral and anterior sites. Circumferential dispersion in both %S_C and %S_L was markedly greater in the DCM group than in normal volunteers ($P<0.01$), and was reduced overall in the five patients imaged after PLV (ANOVA $P<0.05$). Circumferential dispersion in %S_C remained higher than normal after PLV ($P<0.01$). There were no differences in longitudinal dispersion of shortening between groups.

Table 5
Circumferential and longitudinal dispersion in %S_C and %S_L in DCM patients and historical normal volunteers [11]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circumferential dispersion</th>
<th>Longitudinal dispersion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%S_C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCM</td>
<td>5.8±3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-PLV</td>
<td>4.7±1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>3.6±1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%S_L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCM</td>
<td>3.7±1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-PLV</td>
<td>3.7±1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>3.6±1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*, $P<0.05$ DCM vs. normal volunteers.
†, $P<0.001$ DCM vs. normal volunteers.
‡, $P<0.001$ DCM post-PLV vs. normal volunteers.
4. Discussion

4.1. Regional heterogeneity of function

Regional heterogeneity in normal LV shortening has been previously quantified using a variety of techniques [11,21–24]. In a MR tagging study of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM), normal \( \%S_c \) ranged from 17 to 21% and was generally greater in the lateral and anterior walls than the septum or posterior walls [11], while \( \%S_c \), ranged from 14 to 20% and was diminished at the basal septum relative to posterior and lateral walls. Septal shortening was further reduced in HCM patients. Similar regional variations were also seen in human transplant recipients using radiopaque markers [21] and in dogs using ultrasonic crystals [22]. Van Rugge et al. [23] found that regional wall thickening was highest in the posterolateral wall and lowest in the septal wall at both baseline and during peak dobutamine infusion in 23 normal volunteers using MR cine imaging. A similar study using 2D echocardiography found that heterogeneity in wall thickening could be enhanced by dobutamine infusion, with decreased wall thickening in the inferior wall [24]. All these reports show a normal variation in regional shortening which is substantially less than that found in the present study of non-ischemic DCM patients. All DCM patients showed considerable circumferential heterogeneity, particularly at the midventricular and basal levels, with a consistent pattern of septal dysfunction and relatively normal lateral wall function.

Heterogeneity of regional LV function has frequently been noted in patients with non-ischemic DCM [1–5,21–24]; however, the site of the most severe dysfunction has appeared to vary widely. Many studies have used the coefficient of variation (ratio of standard deviation to the mean value) to quantify variability [1,3]; however, this measure will decrease with increasing mean shortening and may bias comparisons of heterogeneity between DCM and normal subjects. Uematsu et al. [2] measured peak myocardial velocity gradients by tissue Doppler imaging in patients with DCM and found lower velocity gradients in anteroseptal segments than posterior segments. Hayashida et al. [3] noted considerable regional variation using left ventriculography in the right anterior oblique view; however, no consistent patterns were observed and the septum was not well visualized. Sunnerhagen et al. [25] found abnormal wall motion in the apical and anteroapical regions using time–intensity curves from digitized right anterior oblique left ventriculograms. Bach et al. [1] found regional short-axis chord shortening by 2D echocardiography was more frequently preserved in the proximal lateral wall, consistent with the results of the present study. Using cine MRI, Fujita et al. [4] observed that the normal base–apex gradient of regional ejection fraction was exaggerated in DCM so that the relative loss of function was more severe near the base. However, circumferential variation of function was not quantified. MacGowan et al. [26] used MR tagging to quantify epicardial and endocardial fiber and cross-fiber shortening in nine idiopathic DCM patients. Fiber shortening was reduced in both regions in the DCM patients (8 vs. 15% for epicardium and 9 vs. 18% for endocardium) while cross-fiber shortening was only reduced in the endocardium (16 vs. 31%). Unfortunately, circumferential variation was not reported.

Nonhomogeneous systolic function has detrimental effects on ventricular performance, since mechanical work is wasted stretching some regions at the expense of stroke volume [22]. Possible mechanisms for functional heterogeneity include regional variations in afterload (wall stress), impaired relaxation, decreased contractile efficiency and perfusion defects [22]. These are briefly considered below.

4.2. Possible mechanisms of regional heterogeneity

The degree of myocardial shortening has been shown to be strongly correlated with geometric measures of wall stress and the relationship between ES wall stress and shortening is commonly used to provide a measure of LV performance independent of afterload [17]. In DCM patients, Hayashida et al. [3] found a strong negative correlation between regional GS (Janz formula) and regional EF measured using left ventriculography. Fujita et al. [4] noted a similar regional relationship from apex to base using cine MRI. In the present study, regional shortening did appear to reduce with increased regional GS. However, GS could not explain the regional differences in shortening around the ventricle. Although similar formulae are frequently used to estimate global stress [17], Eq. (2) is unlikely to provide realistic estimates of regional wall stress, since it takes no account of the non-linear anisotropic material properties of myocardium [18,19]. Using a finite element model of the systolic heart, Costa et al [19] found that the Mirsky thick-walled ellipsoid model provided the best correlation with true stress of several geometrically-based stress formulae, but the correlation was weak (\( r^2 = 0.07 \)) and errors were relatively large (100–200%). However, GS is an index that incorporates pressure and the major geometric determinants of stress (curvature and wall thickness) and therefore may be useful for the purposes of comparing regional geometry between and within patients.

Bach et al. [1] measured regional oxidative metabolism in non-ischemic DCM patients by carbon-11 acetate clearance kinetics on dynamic positron emission tomography. Regional oxidative metabolism was positively correlated with regional function, as measured using 2D echocardiography. The proximal lateral wall was most likely to have preserved function and this region was associated with the greatest oxidative metabolism. Our results also showed greatest shortening (and therefore greatest mean velocity of shortening) in the lateral wall.
This is consistent with greater oxidative metabolism in this region since oxidative metabolism is known to be dependent on shortening velocity. Interestingly, Yokoyama et al. [27] found that homogeneous myocardial glucose utilization rate (coefficient of variation <13.6%) can predict both prognosis and improvement of LV function by medical therapy in DCM patients.

Regional variations in myocardial perfusion have also been described in non-ischemic DCM patients [5,28,29]. Using qualitative assessment of thallium-201 tomograms, Jullière et al. [5] found that reduced uptake was more common in anterior, inferior and apical regions than in septal and lateral segments. van den Heuvel et al. [28] used positron emission tomography to evaluate regional ischemia in 22 idiopathic DCM patients, finding reduced myocardial blood flow (MBF) reserve which was correlated with wall stress. Mismatch between flow and glucose metabolism occurred in regions of low MBF reserve and these regions were also associated with a switch from aerobic to anaerobic metabolism. Although these findings indicate the presence of regional hibernation or chronic ischemia, regional patterns of reduced MBF or mismatch were not reported. Parodi et al. [29] observed reduced myocardial blood flow in DCM patients with $^{99m}$Tc labeled microspheres injected during heart transplant, but no significant regional differences were found. Some fibrosis was observed histologically, especially in the subendocardial layer, but this did not correlate with blood flow. Heterogeneity of flow and function may be also accompanied by heterogeneous alterations in expression of β-adrenergic receptors [30], natriuretic peptides [31], SERCA2a mRNA and protein, and phospholamban [32].

### 4.4. Limitations and further study

In this study only five patients could be investigated both before and after PLV. A significant percentage of DCM patients had unsatisfactory outcome from PLV [12] and many patients required ICD, pacemaker or required support from an assist device. Therefore, most patients were not suitable for post-PLV assessment of LV mechanics by MR tagging. In addition, all patients in this study had mitral valve repair, including an annuloplasty ring and Alfieri repair, the influence of which on regional function is not known. However, the fact that all five patients imaged after PLV showed substantial improvement in septal function implies that the regional dysfunction is, to some extent, recoverable.

The temporal characteristics of regional shortening were not investigated in this study. Early septal contraction could be identified in some patients in the first frame of the cine sequence; however, it was felt that the temporal resolution of the images was insufficient to accurately quantify regional differences in onset of contraction.
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### Appendix A. Strain measurements

As described previously [11], the deformation gradient tensor $F$ was calculated directly from the finite element model. Tensor components were referred to a locally Cartesian body coordinate system aligned in the circumferential (C), longitudinal (L) and radial (R) directions. Green’s strain tensor, referred to the CLR system, is defined as

$$E = \frac{1}{2}(F^T F - I)$$

Components of $E$ were reported in [11] for 12 normal volunteers. Percentage shortening (defined in Eq. (1)) in each of the C, L and R directions were calculated from $E$ using

$$\%S_A = \left(1 - \sqrt{1 + 2E_{AA}}\right) \cdot 100\%$$

[14], where $A$ is one of the C, L or R directions, $\%S_A$ is the percentage shortening or lengthening and $E_{AA}$ is the corresponding component of the strain tensor. Shear angles were calculated from $E$ using...
\sin \alpha_{AB} = \frac{2E_{AB}}{\sqrt{1 + 2E_{AA} + 1 + 2E_{BB}}} \quad (A3)

where A and B are one of the C, L or R directions (not both the same). \(\alpha_{AB}\) is the change in angle between infinitesimal line segments initially oriented at right angles in the A and B directions and \(E_{AB}\), \(E_{AA}\) and \(E_{BB}\) are corresponding components of the Green strain tensor [14]. Principal strains [11] may be calculated as the eigenvalues of \(E\), these may also be converted to principal shortening values using Eq. (A2).
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